Multiple factor analysis starts with a square matrix R of order n X n with cell entries rjk which are experimentally determined. The matrix R shows the correlation of each variable with every other variable in the test battery. The correlation matrix is symmetric since rjk = rki. Some students write unity in the diagonal cells and this is legitimate for some problems. More often the diagonals contain the communalities hk2 which are so chosen as to be consistent with the rank of the matrix as determined by the side entries. The factoring methods to be described can be applied for any set of diagonal entries. I The first object of multiple factor analysis is to find a factor matrix F of order n X r where r is the rank of the correlation matrix Rjt. The factor matrix F must be written so as to satisfy the fundamental relation FF' = R. The correlation matrix R can be factored into a factor matrix F in many different ways and F is not here unique. The current geometrical interpretation of R is that its entries rjk show the scalar products of pairs of test vectors J and K which are not necessarily of unit length unless this restriction is imposed by unit diagonals rjj. Since the correlation coefficients are scalar products, it follows that no reference frame is implied by R. Each row j of the factor matrix F shows the entries aim which are the projections of the test vector J on a set of r orthogonal reference axes. The lack of uniqueness of F is geometrically interpreted in the free choice of an orthogonal reference frame for the test configuration of n test vectors J. The reference frame is explicitly defined in F relative to the test vectors but it is not defined in R. One factorial solution for F is to locate the first reference axis so as to maximize the sum of squares of test vector projections. The second reference axis can be located by the same criterion applied to first factor correlation residuals, and so on until a set of r orthogonal axes have been determined which correspond to rank r of the correlation matrix. In the writer's original formulation of this problem, it was called the principal axes solution.2 In the first paper on this problem a computational method was described for finding the principal axes solution F. It involved first factoring the correlation matrix into a factor matrix Fwith any arbitrary orthogonal reference frame and a subsequent orthogonal transformation representing a rigid rotation to the principal axes. That solution involved the characteristic equation of the matrix F'F and determination of its latent VOL. 30, 1944 129 
are so chosen as to be consistent with the rank of the matrix as determined by the side entries. The factoring methods to be described can be applied for any set of diagonal entries. I The first object of multiple factor analysis is to find a factor matrix F of order n X r where r is the rank of the correlation matrix Rjt. The factor matrix F must be written so as to satisfy the fundamental relation FF' = R. The correlation matrix R can be factored into a factor matrix F in many different ways and F is not here unique. The current geometrical interpretation of R is that its entries rjk show the scalar products of pairs of test vectors J and K which are not necessarily of unit length unless this restriction is imposed by unit diagonals rjj. Since the correlation coefficients are scalar products, it follows that no reference frame is implied by R. Each row j of the factor matrix F shows the entries aim which are the projections of the test vector J on a set of r orthogonal reference axes. The lack of uniqueness of F is geometrically interpreted in the free choice of an orthogonal reference frame for the test configuration of n test vectors J. from which we get aji2aki2 = 2rjkakl.
k k
Let the sum Za2 = t. The summation 2ra can be written as a matrix product Ra. Then Ra = at (5) where R is the given square matrix, a is a column vector, and t is a scalar, namely, the largest latent root. The iterative process consists in starting with a trial vector u so that Ru = vZu2 (6) where (v2u2 (5) and (6) The graphical method here described for the principal axes solution has also been adapted for a centroid method of factoring the correlation matrix by which the computations for a factor matrix can be done by a computer without excessive labor even for a large matrix and without the use of tabulating machine equipment. That procedure is considerably faster and it will be described in a subsequent paper.
A numerical example is here given. In table 1 we have a correlation matrix R of order 10 X 10 and rank 3. The corresponding factor matrix F for the principal axes is shown in the same table. It is the solution to be found from R. The latent roots of R are 2.85, 1.47 and 0.63. These are the sums of squares of columns of F. In table 2 the initial trial vector u for the major principal factor is taken roughly proportional to the sums of columns of R. Column 1 of R is plotted against column u and the slope is estimated to be approximately +0.05 and it is recorded in column vi.
Ten such plots give the values in column vi. The slope is read directly from each graph by noting the ordinate of a straight line fit at ul = 1. Next obtain the two column sums Mu, and Zvi. The ratio 2v/2u = m and k = V/m. This summation can be absolute sums for like signed pairs of u and v. Then compute y, = vi/k with a slide rule. These are also the trial values u2 for the next trial. Proceed likewise for three trials which give the desired values of aj, to two decimals. The first factor residuals are then computed. These are Pjk = rajlakl. Choose as a starting vector that column of the first factor residuals which has the largest absolute sum, ignoring diagonals. This is column 1.
Its values are recorded in column u1 for factor two. The procedure is now the same as before. The third iteration was taken on a calculating machine and it gave the second factor loadings aft, the second column of F, to two decimals. The last iterations for each factor can be done on a calculating machine to obtain greater accuracy while the first few iterations can be done graphically to save time and labor. The computation for the third column of F was done in the same manner.
Occasionally, when two or three latent roots are nearly the same, the iterative process Will be found to oscillate or the convergence will be slow. This is an indication that the test configuration has nearly equal thicknesses in these dimensions, so that the configuration is nearly circular or spherical in these dimensions. If the purpose is to extract the maximum variance from the correlation matrix, it does not matter where we place a set of orthogonal axes in those dimensions which are represented by nearly equal latent roots. In such a situation it is desirable to reduce the obtained vector v to a unit vector in the system without waiting for complete convergence. That can be done with a stretching factor p on v so that pv = a, where a are the desired factor loadings. The value of p can be found from the relation 1/p = V2Y By this device the computer need not be unduly delayed by slow convergence in obtaining a factorially useful solution. The graphical method here described for estimating inner products can be applied in a variety of computational problems. 1 The author wishes to express his indebtedness to the Carnegie Corporation of New York for a research grant in support of our development of multiple factor analysis and its application to the study of primary mental abilities. , 24, 417-441, 498-520, (1933 The study of the causal morphology of mammalian embryos in spite of the great interest attached to it has not progressed very far because of the technical difficulties with which any experimental approach to the problem has met. Waddington and Waterman1 grew rabbit embryos in vitro for a-limited time and Nicholas and Rudnick2 devised a method for raising rat embryos in a culture medium. In spite of these attempts, it was not possible to operate on mammalian embryos in early stages and let them continue their development inside the uterus, nor could such embryos be raised and develop normally in a suitable extra-uterine medium for any length of time. Methods which would accomplish this would be of importance not only for the study of normal causal morphology of mammalian embryos, but also for an experimental study of the embryogeny of certain hereditary abnormalities. Searching for such a method, a new procedure for raising entire mouse embryos outside the uterus was developed and described in detail (Gluecksohn-Schoenheimer).3 It consisted in removing the embryos from the uterus of the mother and transplanting them into the extra-embryonic coelom of the chick embryo where they remained and developed for one or several days. This method has been applied in the experiments reported here to the study of embryos homozygous for the Brachyury mutation TT.
As described by Chesley4 the homozygous mutants (T/T) show extreme morphological abnormalities from the age of about 8 days on and die at about 10 days. The posterior body region, including posterior limb buds, is missing completely and extensive abnormalities are found in notochord, neural tube and somites.
